NOTES:
- All doors include factory pre-machining for hardware.
- All doors include factory sealing of edges.
- Additional top hinge over that specified by NFPA80 is required for doors greater than 3'-6" wide or 7'-6" tall.
- Maximum 45 minute fire rating allowed for doors over 3'-6" wide, 7'-6" tall or pairs with astragal.
- CVR/CVC top latch and strike locations do not follow hardware manufacturer's template and installation instructions. Consult Ambico for strike location.

LEGEND:
1. Wood face veneer (pull side).
   Face veneer to be: ---
2. Wood face veneer (push side).
   Face veneer to be: ---
3. Fire rated acoustic core.
4. Hardwood stiles and rails.
5. Heat activated sweep seal.
7. 1/2" high acoustic stepped threshold.
8. Finished floor covering material.
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